ART. 222]
IVORY'S THEOREM.
Ill
Put 5/a = l-/5, c/a = l-7; then since A is a function of b/a and cja we have A-\ir (L + Mj3+Ny) nearly where I/, M, N are independent of the axes. Now A cannot be affected by interchanging b and c, hence M=N. Also when /S=0 and 7=e the ellipsoid becomes a spheroid and the expression for A must become identical with that found in Art. 220. Hence i=l, N- -|. This proof is commonly ascribed to D'Alembert.
Ex. 2. Prove that to a second approximation the constants of the attraction (Art. 212) are
=|TT {1-1 {-
-| 03+7) -
when S/a = l-/S and c/& = l~7.     We  notice that since -4+JB-f G~^TT for all J.&"     values of p and 7, the sum of the coefficients of any power in the three first ^r           expansions must be zero.
8          -,, w  222.    Ivory's theorem.    To find the attraction of a solid
^homogeneous ellipsoid at an external point P/ whose coordinates are %', if, £".
Let R be the distance of any element QQ' of the ellipsoid from P', and let <f> be the angle this distance makes with the axis of x. Thus R = QP', $ = FQQ'. If/' (R) be the law of attraction, the x component of the attraction of this element at P' is
pdxdydzf (R) cos <£.
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Draw   Q'n perpendicular  to
n^ P'Q, then                  cos
._ Qn _    dR
COS^~W-""^'
The x attraction at the element at Pf, measured positively in the positive direction of so, is therefore pdydzf (R) dR. Let LM be a column having its length LM parallel to the axis of x and the elementary area dydz for base. Integrating with regard to R we find that the x component of its attraction at P' is
"pdydtff (R) dR = Pdydz{f(P'M) -f(PL)}. Let us now describe an ellipsoid through Pf confocal to the external surface of the attracting solid. Let a!, b'} cf be the semi-axes of this new ellipsoid. If L'} M', P be points corresponding to L, M, P', the column L'M1 will have for its base the elementary area dy'daf, where yfjbf = yjb and <s//c' = £/c. The coordinates
i Ml
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